Across
1  Hook up with ring? (6)
4  When I wake up I briefly see Idris roll over getting friendly (8)
9  Praise kinky latex (5)
10  Merciless but generous (9)
11  Help maiden to escape suitors (3)
12  After quietly slipping out of sight and hearing (4)
13  Elgar receives "A Clash of Kings" (5)
15  Careful scout (7)
16  Put down city's papers (4)
19  RU possibly up for it? (4)
20  Treat that sells out fast? (7)
23  Fit Kit's heart represented in High Definition (5)
24  Woman AI assistant knocked over (4)
25  "A Storm of Swords" back covers (3)
27  Goes past services (9)
28  Bald, completely naked Queen's marched out (5)

29  Used to be looked after for longer (8)
30  Humiliate by injecting drug to perform castration? (6)

Down
1  Looks at "A Feast for Crows"? (8)
2  Fourth character encountered in "A Dance with Dragons" disturbed younger relative (8)
3  Scandalous suffix? (4)
5  "A Game of Thrones" follows High Society perhaps (7,6)
6  Church broadcast provides boosts for mountain climbers (10)
7  Control room is stupidly big and red (6)
8  Anxiously Gilly loses heart after Ned's decapitation (6)
10  Now I put the men out, being silly (2-2-3-6)
14  Occasionally present with the North (3,3,4)
17  After a month, one gets in to see "Red Wedding"? (8)
18  Get back-up from a man after about a week (8)
21  3-1 outsiders to gain seat! (6)
22  Taboo activity in Church Street (6)
26  Man perhaps kept by Israelis legitimately (4)